
Pick your problem

Unaltered 
pets

Puppy 
mills

Dog 
fighting

Death 
in 

Shelters

Lack of 
community 
affordable 
vet care

Cruelty



Everyone thought it couldn’t be 
done

•  “Too many animals & not enough 
homes”
–  “Spay/Neuter is the only answer”
–  Should not divert funds from s/n

•  “No one wants these animals” 
because they are “unadoptable”

•  Have to fix the community first

•  “Mistakes in saving are worse 
than killing”

•  Infighting

What was blocking higher live 
outcomes?

Don’t dwell on the 
negativity



If the “killing is inevitable” 
argument is wrong, how do you 
actually save the shelter pets?

Measurement is essential to 
success.
• Know the euthanasia 

statistics
• How many?  What months?
• Species, Age
•  Is there any info about 

reasons animals are dying 
at the shelter?



Austin Pets Alive! Safety Net Model
•  Focus on the euthanasia 

list
–  Prevents duplication of 

effort

•  Build each missing safety 
net needed to save them
–  We are made to fill gaps as 

they arise

•  Leverage the community
–  Meet people where 

they are



We followed the Euth List Spectrum 
for Measurable impact

Highly adoptable, easy care

Large volume, relatively easy

Medically and 
Behaviorally 
challenged

Why didn’t Austin get stuck? As any other factors changed for the 
positive, APA! is the only entity that continues to move down the line

• APA! Numbers go up
• City intake goes down
• Other group interest goes up or City adoptions go up

Most big cities get stuck here at LRR 70-80%



Safety Nets are In Place for all 
Groups Now

Key Programs
•  Kitten Neonatal 

Nursery

•  Puppy ICU Ward

•  Cat Ringworm 
Ward

•  Medical Triage 
Clinic

•  Large Dog 
Behavior and 
Adoption 
Program



3 Legged Stool of The Necessary  
Live Outcome “Business Models”

No Kill Community

H
igh Turnover/Low

 Cost



Austin Animal Center Progressive 
Programs and Policies

•  Foster and volunteer programs
•  Found foster program
•  Animal protection focused on 

resources and support, not punitive 
measures

•  Euthanasia decision process and 
protocol

•  Call before kill
•  24 hour kill list hold
•  Collaborative decision making 

process
•  Adopter follow up and support
•  Social media and marketing
•  Managed intake
•  SOPs for staff and volunteers
•  Communication – internal and external
•  Easy adoption process



 
The City of Austin’s  

No Kill Implementation Plan 
https://www.austintexas.gov/department/no-kill-plan

1.  Change the mission of 
animal services = 90% 
save rate.

2.  Off-site adoptions.
3.  Large-scale foster 

program.
4.  Behavioral 

Rehabilitation.
5.  Intake counseling.
6.  Community cat spay/

neuter & release.

7.  Low-cost and free spay-
neuter programs.

8.  Provide advanced “euth” 
list to rescue partners.

9.  Public awareness & new 
website.

10. Increase return-to-
owners.

11. Moratorium on empty-
cage killing.



Austin Programming 2005 2016
High Volume Foster program? No. YES!
High Volume  adoptions? No. YES!
Official save-rate goal: 50% 90%
Save rate: 50% 98%
No Kill movement? No. YES!
Safety Net Shelter? No. YES!
Interested City Council? No. YES!
Shelter Management with true 
No Kill goal?

No. YES!

Interested public? YES! YES!

A Tail of Two Cities



Path to Success
•  It happened.

50% save rate 90% save rate



The Path as it Really Looks

50% save rate
90% save rate

= roadblock or obstacle



Lesson Learned: No Kill is 
achievable and sustainable.  
In Austin, it all started with a small group of people who said 

enough is enough.

Even in one of America’s largest and fastest-growing cities with a 
20,000+ intake, and even in the face of exceedingly entrenched 

and powerful opposition.

Austin has been the largest No Kill city in America for 6 years and 
now is home to a truly collaborative relationship between AAC and 

APA.  Lives are actively saved together and problem are solved 
together.


